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Michael Lewin holds a BA Degree in Psychology and a Teaching
Qualification, as well as an MA degree in Fine Art. He writes,
regularly, for Living Green (the Lifestyle Movement), and a
variety of Buddhist, self-development and spiritual magazines
both in the UK (where he lives) and abroad.
He edited the book: Buddhist Reflections on Death, Dying and
Bereavement; and has also contributed to a number of other
published books.

Marc Bekoff, Ph.D., is professor emeritus of Ecology and
Evolutionary Biology at the University of Colorado, Boulder,
and co-founder with Jane Goodall of Ethologists for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals. He has won many awards for his
scientific research including the Exemplar Award from the
Animal Behaviour Society and a Guggenheim Fellowship. He has
published more than 30 books and 1500 scientific and popular
essays and also writes regularly on the cognitive and
emotional lives of animals for Psychology Today.

FuturePlanet exists to inspire and empower each of us to come
together and create a better future with regular events
throughout the year.

Visit Website

Dr Mayer Hillman researches the development of public policy
on energy conservation, waste avoidance and the environment.
He also focuses on the all-embracing implications of how we
can limit global climate change.

Visit Website

The Gandhi Foundation exists to spread knowledge and
understanding of the life and work of
Mohandas K. Gandhi
(1869-1948). Ouraim is to demonstrate the continuing relevance
of Gandhi’s insights and actions today.

Visit Website

A movement of communities coming together to reimagine and
rebuild our world

Visit Website

The Beautiful Britain
That makes it almost
beautiful pictures
inspirational places

website has been a hobby since 2001.
as old as Google! The site contains
of the British countryside with
to visit.

Visit Website

GreenSpirit is a network of people who celebrate the human
spirit in the context of our place in the natural world and
Earth’s own evolutionary journey.

Visit Website

Zero Waste week is an award winning awareness campaign, run by
Rachelle Strauss. Helping everyone to do ‘one more thing’ to
reduce waste and improve sustainability.

Visit Website

